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ABSTRACT: Understanding photoexcitation dynamics in liquid water is of crucial significance for both fundamental scientific exploration and technological applications. Despite the observations of photoinduced macroscopic phenomena, the initial atomistic movements and associated energy transfer pathways immediately following laser irradiation are hard to track due to the extreme complexity of laser−water interaction and its ultrafast time scale. We explore the femtosecond evolution of liquid water upon intense photoexcitation based on nonadiabatic quantum dynamics simulations. Separate ionic and electronic dynamics were explicitly monitored with tremendous details unveiled on an unprecedented microscopic level. Water was found to undergo the two-step heating processes. The strong-field effects and electronic excitations dominate the first-stage heating and pressurization. Subsequent relaxation of ionic and electronic subsystems further increases the ionic temperature but releases the large internal pressure. The water molecules are stretched during the laser pulses, and the electronic excitations result in the proton transfers after laser pulses. Intense laser pulses violently excite liquid water, giving rise to severe molecular dissociation and plasma generation during the laser pulses. The laser-induced water plasma is characterized by a high fraction of free protons (∼50%), nonequilibrium ionic and electronic distributions, and a metallic electronic density of states.

INTRODUCTION

The photoinduced dynamics of water is of fundamental significance to chemistry,1 energy science,2,3 atmospheric science,4 and biology.5 The common products of photoexcitation, hydrated electrons6−8 and cationic holes (H2O+),9 have been extensively studied. The elemental processes of water upon photoexcitation and photoionization span several orders of characteristic time scales.5,10−13 The intriguing macroscopic phenomena, such as plasma generation,14,15 shock-wave emission,16 spallation,17 and drastic explosion,18 can be induced via violent irradiation of water and recorded with high-speed imaging technologies. However, the microscopic dynamics of photoexcited liquid water commonly escape direct experimental measurements, and the detection of initial atomistic dynamics has to resort to ultrafast probe techniques. Recently, the ultrafast formation of OH and the dynamics of valence hole were tracked with the tunable femtosecond X-ray pulses.7 The strong femtosecond X-ray pulses were also found to induce severe ionization and nonthermal heating of water, before water transforms into a disordered plasma state.14 Similarly, the intense 800 and 532 nm pulses could ionize liquid water via strong-field ionization processes.15,19,20 In turn, the ultrafast nuclei motions were found to mediate electron autoionization and charge separation processes.21 The atomistic processes and energy transfer pathways immediately following photoexcitation are intricate but hard to track due to their ultrafast time scales.

The investigation of photoinduced dynamics would greatly benefit from theoretical explorations, but to date the latter are rather limited to a few feasible approaches. Adiabatic ab initio molecular dynamics simulations have provided insights into some separate processes, for example, the ultrafast dynamics of the cationic hole22 and the energy absorption of terahertz pulses.23 Classical molecular dynamics simulations are used to perform large-scale and long-time simulations, but the accuracy is strongly dependent on the construction of the nonadiabatic potential energy surfaces.24−26 The accurate and complete descriptions require the real-time nonadiabatic ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. However, these simulations are commonly limited to a time scale of tens of femtosecond (fs) due to requirements of high accuracy and unprecedented computational costs for dynamic evolutions.27−29 Therefore, modeling of finite-sized nanoclusters is the common practice in previous studies. For example, the photolysis of water molecules was observed in photoexcited water dimers,30,31 and the processes following singlet photoexcitation and vertical photoionization were investigated in a 27-water-molecule nanocluster.32,33 The long-time, fully ab initio, nonadiabatic...
molecular dynamics simulations of photoexcited liquid water are highly desirable but were scarcely done until now.

In this work, we employ newly developed real-time time-dependent density functional theory (rt-TDDFT) methods to simulate photoinduced dynamics of liquid water. The pico-second long nonadiabatic simulations reveal separate ionic and electronic dynamic characteristics of photoexcited liquid water. Water undergoes the two-step heating and pressurization processes upon photoexcitation. The strong-field effects of laser pulses and the electron excitations dominate the first-stage heating and the pressurization. The second-stage evolutions are subjected to the relaxation of ionic and electronic subsystems. The laser pulses greatly stretch water molecules during the laser pulses, and the electronic excitations lead to proton transfers after laser pulses. The liquid water can be severely excited with the intense laser pulse, and the violent electron excitation and water dissociation give rise to the generation of nonequilibrium and metallic water plasma.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two-Step Heating and Pressurization. After equilibrium, the liquid water was isochorically irradiated with the laser pulse of \( E(t) = E_0 \cos[2\pi(c/\lambda)t] \exp[-(t - t_0)^2/2\sigma^2] \) (Figure 1a). We chose the ultrashort laser pulses with the wavelength \( \lambda = 800 \text{ nm} \) and the width \( \sigma = 5 \text{ fs} \) centered at \( t_0 = 24 \text{ fs} \). The maximum electric field \( E_0 \) ranges from 0.7 to 2.4 V/Å, and the corresponding peak intensities are on the order of \( 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2 \). All nonadiabatic ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were performed for 500 fs. With the irradiations of laser pulses, liquid water is excited undergoing successive nonequilibrium evolutions within both the ionic and electronic subsystem. To facilitate our analysis, we averaged the configurations from 450 to 500 fs as the final states of nonadiabatic simulations. Liquid water is weakly affected by weak laser pulses, while it is severely heated and pressurized with strong laser pulses (Figure 1b). With a strong laser pulse of \( E_0 = 2.4 \text{ V/Å} \), the ionic subsystem of liquid water can be heated by \( \sim 3500 \text{ K} \), and the system pressure is increased by \( \sim 100 \text{ kbar} \) in 500 fs. The increase of ionic temperature is proportional to the increase of system pressure. The rapid heating and pressurization may lead to macroscopic phenomena such as shock wave emission, cavitation, and explosion.11,15,17

Figure 1c reveals that the ionic subsystems exhibit the two-step heating processes for all the laser pulses. The first-stage heating is coincident with the envelope of the laser pulses (\( t < 50 \text{ fs} \)), while the second-stage heating occurs during the relaxations of the photoexcited liquid water. For convenience, we averaged the configurations from 75 to 125 fs to define the intermediate states. Figure 1d shows that the contributions of first stage to the overall temperature increase are larger than those of the second stage within the 500 fs long simulations, both of which are nonlinear with the electric field of laser pulses. The similar heating effects during laser pulses are observed with the terahertz irradiations.23 The evolution of system pressure also exhibits the two-step processes despite the intrinsic large fluctuations (Figure S1a). The first stage dominates the increase of pressure, which exhibits the
nonlinear relationship with the electric field of laser pulses. On the other hand, the relaxation processes lead to the slight decrease of pressure in the second stage (Figure S1b). These nonlinear relationships reflect that a great amount of energy can be absorbed under strong laser pulses (Figure S2).

**Ionic Dynamics.** To reveal the underlying mechanisms, we tracked the ionic dynamics of liquid water. The proton transfer coordinate is defined as the distance difference between each hydrogen atom (H) and its two nearest oxygen atoms (O1 and O2), \( \delta = |d_{HO1} - d_{HO2}| \). Figure 2a shows the evolutions of the average \( \delta \) of all hydrogen atoms in the simulations. Initially, \( \delta \) is \( \sim 1 \) Å, corresponding to the undisturbed hydrogen-bond (H-bond) network of liquid water. With the weak pulse of \( E_0 = 0.7 \) V/Å, the average \( \delta \) hardly changes, and the H-bond network remains unaffected. With stronger laser pulses of \( E_0 > 1.4 \) V/Å, the average \( \delta \) undergoes the sudden decrease during the laser illumination, and the minimum \( \delta_{min} \) exhibits a nonlinearity with the electric field and even reaches \( \sim 0.4 \) Å with intense laser pulses (Figure 2b). The decrease of \( \delta \) reflects the stretch and break of OH bonds during laser illumination (Figure S3) and can be used to denote energy transferred to the nuclei and the heating effects in the first stage. The nice linear relationship is obtained in Figure 2c. As these events occur during laser illumination, field effects dominate the ionic dynamics at this stage.34

After laser illumination, the photoexcited liquid water undergoes a fast equilibration of \( \sim 100 \) fs to relax the stretched H-bond network. The stretched water molecules can return to the normal molecular configuration, leading to recovery of average \( \delta \) in Figure 2a. The detailed analysis reveals that some protons shuttle between its two nearest oxygen atoms under laser electric fields \( E_0 \gtrsim 1.8 \) V/Å (Figure S3). The proton transfer is attributed to the excitations of electrons and the softening of OH bonds in water, and the shuttling is due to the competition of neighboring excited water molecules and the heated states. The average times of first-time proton transfer (\( t - t_0 \)) are 72 and 65 fs with the electric field of 1.8 and 2.0 V/Å, respectively (Figure S3 and Table S1). Similar proton transfer and OH formation were also observed in photoionized liquid water, occurring with a time scale of \( \sim 46 \) fs.9 The protons may not bond back to the original oxygen atoms when the laser electric field is \( \geq 2.0 \) V/Å, leading to the ultimate dissociation of water molecules.

At last, the \( \delta_{final} \) is reached after the slow equilibration process of \( \sim 300 \) fs, shown in Figure 2b. The \( \delta_{final} \) increases with electric field under medium-strength laser pulses (1.4 V/Å \( \leq E_0 \leq 1.8 \) V/Å), indicating that the heating effects of laser pulses only distort the H-bond network of liquid water (Figure S4a). The average H-bond angle is increased by \( \sim 20^\circ \) with the electric field \( E_0 = 1.8 \) V/Å. Each water molecule still exhibits the normal bond length and bond angle even with the electric field \( E_0 = 2.0 \) V/Å (Figure 3a and Figure S4b). However, the \( \delta_{final} \) begins to decrease with \( E_0 = 2.0 \) V/Å, which is due to the decrease of oxygen–oxygen distance in Figure 2d and the water dissociations. Even, the severe dissociation of water molecules gives rise to the formation of free protons amounting to a portion of \( \sim 50\% \) under the laser electric field of 2.4 V/Å (Figure S5), leading to \( \delta < 1 \) in the whole 500 fs simulation.

---

Figure 2. Ionic dynamics of liquid water. (a) Temporal evolutions of average \( \delta \) of all hydrogen atoms with electric field. The definition of \( \delta \) is shown in the inset. (b) Minimum of average \( \delta \) and the final \( \delta \) with electric fields of laser pulses. (c) Decrease of average \( \delta \) vs the first-stage ionic temperature increase. (d) Oxygen–oxygen radial distribution functions with the electric field of laser pulses. The radial distribution functions are calculated with the whole 500 fs long simulations for each electric field. The inset shows the comparison with the data from ref 14.
Both the heating effects and water dissociations contribute to the disordering of water, which is demonstrated in the distributions of radial distribution functions (RDFs) (Figure 2d and Figure S6). The conventional first peak at \( r = \sim 2.8 \) Å in oxygen–oxygen RDF is broadened under the electric field of laser pulses, and the conventional second peak at \( r = \sim 4.5 \) Å is even smoothed away. Interestingly, the oxygen–oxygen and hydrogen–hydrogen RDFs show the formation of transient oxygen and hydrogen molecules with the laser pulses of \( E_0 = 2.2 - 2.4 \) V/Å, consistent with the experimental measurements.35 The detailed analysis shows that the violent water dissociation gives rise to the generation of various intermediate species in liquid water. The free protons and oxygens, hydroniums, hydroxyls, transient hydrogen molecules, and oxygen molecules are shown in Figure 3b–d, and the formation of these species relies on the capture of initially generated free protons (Figure 3c,d and Figure S5).

**Electronic Dynamics**. The evolution of ionic subsystems is strongly related to time-dependent electron occupation of electronic subsystems, which determines the nonadiabatic potential energy surfaces. As shown in Figure 4a, the 800 nm laser pulses excite the valence electrons, and the excited electrons are relaxed via the subsequent electron–electron and electron–ion interactions. We defined the effective electron excitations by the number ratio of valence electrons excited at \( t = 100 \) fs. The effective electron excitations exhibit a nonlinear relationship with electric field in Figure 4b. The nonlinearity reflects the transition from multiphoton to strong-field ionization processes, and the threshold of \( E_0 = \sim 1.9 \) V/Å is consistent with the estimation of 1.0–2.0 V/Å for laser wavelength \( \lambda = 800 \) nm with Keldysh’s method.5,36,37 The fraction of excited valence electrons reaches \( \sim 12\% \) with the laser electric field of 2.4 V/Å. The electron excitations greatly enhance the internal pressure of liquid water and dominate the pressure increase in the first stage (Figure S1c). At the same time, the electron excitations facilitate the aforementioned proton transfer and water dissociation during the fast equilibrium processes.9 As shown in Figure S7, the electronic occupation of excited liquid water exhibits the quasi-Fermi–Dirac distributions, and the electronic subsystems are heated to over 10000 K. The number of excited electrons decrease with time, leading to the cooling of electronic subsystems.38 The number of electronic recombination increases with the initial electronic excitations (Figure 4b), and the time constant of recombination is \( \sim 0.3 \) ps (Figure S8). We note that the finite-size effects of theoretical simulations may overestimate the recombination rate, and the excited electrons can be ejected away, leading to the increase of electron–hole separation (>10 Å) in experiments.9,39,40

The energy transfer between electronic and ionic subsystems relies on the concurrent electron–phonon coupling processes, and the energy transfer leads to the second-stage heating and the structural distortion of ionic subsystems during the slow equilibrium processes. The linear relationship is also obtained between the electron recombination and the second-stage temperature increases (Figure 4c). The decrease of electron excitations releases the internal pressure, and this effect exceeds that of ion kinetic increases (Figure S1d). Thus, the relaxation processes of electronic and ionic subsystems give rise to the decrease of pressure in the second stage. In essence, these nonlinearities of ionic temperatures and system pressures can be attributed to the transition from...
multiphoton to strong-field ionization processes (Figure 4b). The nonlinear electronic excitation directly leads to nonlinearity of first-stage (Figure S1c) and total (Figure S1b) pressure increases. Besides, nonlinear electronic excitation facilitates the field-induced stretch of OH bonds and the nonlinearity of first-stage ionic temperature increase (Figure 2b,c) and gives rise to the nonlinearity of second-stage ionic temperature increase via electronic recombination (Figure 4b,c).

Plasma Generation. Previous numerical simulations employ the criterion of the fraction of excited valence electrons of \( \sim 2\% \) for plasma generation in liquid water irradiated with picosecond and nanosecond laser pulses, where the avalanche effects could enable the strong adsorptions of latter part of long pulses. However, with a single ultrashort laser pulse, the strong excitations of valence electrons are needed to drive the structural changes of ionic subsystems. With the laser pulse \( E_0 = 2.4 \) V/Å, the severe structural changes are obtained (Figure 3c), and the instantaneous electronic temperature is \( \sim 40000 \) K with \( \sim 12\% \) valence electrons excited at \( t = 100 \) fs (Figure 4d). Moreover, the severe dissociation of water molecules introduces a metallic electronic density of states, confirming the emergence of water plasma (Figure 4d). Thus, the plasma generation is confirmed by both the fraction of excited valence electrons of \( \sim 12\% \) and the metallic electronic density of states. The threshold for plasma generations is \( 2.4 \) V/Å (\( \sim 7.6 \times 10^{13} \) W/cm\(^2\)) for the ultrashort laser pulses used here, which is in the same order of \( \sim 2 \times 10^{13} \) W/cm\(^2\) with the 10 fs long laser pulses. The plasma state and violent dissolved configuration emerge during the laser pulse of \( E_0 = 2.4 \) V/Å (\( t - t_0 = \sim 11 \) fs (Figure S8)) and remain within the 500 fs long simulation (Figure 3d). We note that the water plasma is the nonequilibrium state of liquid water following the intense photoexcitation, which has a density of 1 g/cm\(^3\) and two nonequilibrium temperatures for the electronic (\( \sim 10^4 \) K) and ionic (\( \sim 10^3 \) K) subsystem, respectively. Similar plasma generation processes were detected with the ultrafast X-ray irradiation, where X-ray-induced plasma emerges within the first 5 fs of the pulses and has the ionic temperature of \( \sim 10^4 \) K and the system pressure of \( \sim 10^3 \) kbar due to severe electronic excitations. The broadened distribution of oxygen–oxygen RDF of water plasma found in the present work is consistent with that of X-ray-induced water plasma (inset of Figure 2d), but our \( ab\ initio \) simulations reveal the formation of a large amount of free protons (\( \sim 50\% \)) and various transient species in nonequilibrium water plasma. The plasma generation is coincident with the slowdown of electron recombination rate (Figure 4b and Figure S9), reflecting that the formation of intermediate species stabilizes the electronic excited state and delays the recombination of charge carriers.

**CONCLUSION**

Our nonadiabatic \( ab\ initio \) molecular dynamics simulations reveal the initial ionic and electronic dynamics and energy transfer pathways of photoexcited liquid water. We found that water undergoes a two-step heating and pressurization process upon photoexcitation. The strong-field effects of laser pulses and the electron excitations contribute to the first-stage heating
and pressurization. The subsequent electron–ion interactions lead to energy transfer from the electronic subsystem to the ionic subsystem, and liquid water then undergoes the second-stage heating. Recombination of excited valence electron releases the great internal pressure during the relaxation processes. The laser pulses greatly stretch water molecules during laser irradiation, and the electronic excitations lead to proton transfers after laser pulses. The intense laser pulses drastically excite liquid water, giving rise to severe water dissociation and the generation of water plasma. The nonequilibrium water plasma exhibits the separate ionic and electronic temperatures, metallic electronic density of states, and highly dissociated configurations. The study of photoexcited dynamics not only offers a fundamental understanding of ultrafast processes and nonequilibrium states of liquid water but also provides new insights into the possible modulations of light–matter interactions. What is more, the exploration of photoexcited dynamics in water will benefit the microscopic understanding of photochemical reactions and photoinduced phase transitions. Besides, the nonequilibrium water plasma may enable the ultrafast and efficient laser-based catalyzing, synthesis, and manufacturing in aqueous medium.

■ METHODS

Nonadiabatic Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics Simulations.

The nonadiabatic ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were performed via the recent implementations of rt-TDDFT algorithms in Quantum Espresso. The optimized norm-conserving Vanderbilt (ONCV) pseudopotentials and the energy cutoff of 85 Ry were used in all the simulations. We chose the van der Waals density functional using the optB88-vdW method to account for the hydrogen-bond networks of liquid water. Liquid water was modeled by using a periodic 32-water-molecule cubic supercell with the density of 1 g/cm³. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a 2 x 2 x 2 k-point mesh to describe well the unoccupied electronic density of states of liquid water, and 52 unoccupied electronic states were considered in the nonadiabatic simulations. The calculated band gap of ~4.1 eV is less than the experimental one of 8.7 eV, while it is consistent with the GGA results of 4.36 eV. The time step of nuclei is 0.048 fs, and the time step of electrons is 0.0968 as. The accuracy enables the nonadiabatic ab initio simulations of S00 fs (Figure S10), and this time scale is long enough to track the initial ionic and electronic dynamics of liquid water upon photoexcitation.

Laser Pulse Parameters. The liquid water was first equilibrated for 12 ps at 300 K in NVT ensemble. Then, the obtained configuration of liquid water was isochorically irradiated with the laser pulse of \( E(t) = E_0 \cos[2\pi(c/\lambda)t/\tau] \exp\left[-(t - \tau)/\sigma^2\right] \). We used the pulses with the wavelength \( \lambda = 800 \) nm and the width \( \sigma = 5 \) fs centered at \( \tau = 24 \) fs. The electric field \( E_0 \) of laser pulses ranges from 0.7 to 2.4 V/Å, and the corresponding peak intensities are on the order of \( 10^{13} \) W/cm². The photon energy of 1.55 eV is less than both the theoretical and experimental band gaps of liquid water. The velocity gauge is used to enable the periodic electric fields in nonadiabatic simulations. The ultrafast pulses enable the separation and detection of the successive dynamics of photoexcited liquid water.
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